
Productivity Hacks
“Do More” While You Sleep: The Effects of Daily Naps
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Quotes to Ponder

You are never too old to
set another goal or to
dream a new dream.
-C. S. Lewis

Do not dwell in the past,
do not dream of the
future, concentrate the
mind on the present
moment. -Buddha

Sleep is the best
meditation.
-Dalai Lama

We live in a busier time than
ever. We work long hours.
And most of that work is
becoming more and more
white-collar/virtual.  In other
words…we’re using our
brains.

But our brains aren’t meant
to handle a full 8-hour days
of working non-stop. Even
worse, many employees
work longer than just the
typical “9-to-5.” And if you
own your own business, well,
that’s a whole different
story.

In order to “recharge” our
brains during the day so
that we can stay
productive, experts say that
we should be taking naps.
This helps our brain reset.
And whether you run your
own company and are able
to dictate your schedule to
fit in a nap mid-day, or are
an employee that has to
sneak off during lunch to
get in some shut-eye, the
consensus is a little sleepy-
time would do everyone
some good.

That’s part of the reason
many of the biggest,
modern, companies such as
Google offer nap-rooms for
employees. It’s better not
only for the employee, but
also for the company in the
long run.

But how much sleep should
you actually be getting
during a nap? As it turns out,
the length of your nap is just
as important as the time you
take it (which highly depends
on your sleeping pattern).

So what are the options?

10-20 Minutes

This is what is normally called
a “power nap.” This length of
time is perfect for boosting
your alertness and energy
because it helps you rest
without reaching the deeper
levels of sleep. For that
reason, it’s easier to wake up
and get going right away.

30 Minutes

Once you get into the 30
minute mark, you’ve likely
gone a bit too long.

Sleeping for this long usually
takes you a bit too far into
the deeper sleep and thus
you wake up in a groggy,
almost hung-over state. And
this can last for up to 30
minutes. So cut that nap by
10 minutes and you’ll be
better off.

60 Minutes

If you need a memory boost,
this is the sleep for you. A nap
this long will help you
remember facts, faces,
names, etc.

The downside of sleeping this
long is that there may be
some grogginess on the
other end of your nap once
you wake up. But the
benefits here are clear
(unlike the 30 minute nap
which makes you groggy
without the benefits).

90 Minutes

This is a long nap. And it
takes you through a full cycle
of sleep.

It is though that because you
go through a full cycle, you
can wake up without the
grogginess. But this length of
sleep will help you boost
emotions and memories that
are tied to certain
actions/procedures (i.e.
riding a bike). As it turns out,
this boosts creativity as well.

It may seem like a nap can
be difficult to fit into a
schedule. But as you can
see, a quick round of shut-
eye is all it takes to give
yourself a mental boost.

Want more good news?
Sitting slightly upright actually
helps keep you out of the
deeper stages of sleep, and
thus reduces grogginess. So
you can run out to the car for
10-20 minutes, recline that
seat, and wake up feeling
refreshed.
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Making the Most of the Dreaded Networking Event The Myth of “Team”

In most organizations there
is a big emphasis on
“team” and working
together.

But is working in teams
always the best way to
accomplish a goal (outside
of team sports, of course)?

Recent research has shown
that while working in a
team can be effective,
there is no strong evidence
to suggest that working in
teams should be as
overwhelmingly promoted
as it currently is.

Working in teams often
causes three problems that
actually deteriorate
productivity:

-People slack off while
others on the team pick up
that slack.

-People become
apprehensive as they feel
their input to the team is
being scrutinized.

-Because only one person
has the floor at one time,
people forget or dismiss
ideas they may have in the
moment (rendering
potentially great ideas
useless).

Different people also
respond to working in
groups differently. But there
is certainly a social benefit
to it.

Conclusion? Evaluate the
goals and see if teamwork
is the best path to
achieving those goals.

We’ve all heard the saying “it’s not what
you know, it’s who you know.” While that
may not be entirely true (knowing what
you are doing goes a long, long way),
having an influential network certainly
does make life much easier.

Whether you are an employee looking to
improve your career path, or a business
owner looking to get more ideal
customers to your business, networking
can be very powerful…if you do it right.

There is often a stigma that goes along
with networking (and especially
networking events). But that is because
most people that attend these events are
making countless, common mistakes that
you will be able to avoid (and become
the life of the networking party).

Here are three quick tips to make your
next networking event your best one yet:

Have a goal

Networking events are often intimidating
because you never know what to expect.
While some people thrive in chaotic
situations, most people prefer some
certainty.

But you can add a level of certainty to
your next event simply by giving yourself a
goal. Maybe you want to connect with
three potential customer prospects;
maybe you want to meet a couple
strategic business partners.

Knowing what you are trying to get out of
the event will give you a level of focus
that will minimize the chaos going on
inside your head.

But be flexible

Going in with a goal will make you feel
more at ease. But don’t ignore other
opportunities that might arise.

You may be going to meet customers but
stumble upon a potential strategic
business partner that you would have
never predicted. This is simple: go with it.

Focus on others

Networking events are usually full of
individuals focusing on their favorite
person: themselves. Take the opposite
approach. Ask others what they are
doing, what their goals are, what they’re
hoping to get out of the event…and ask
people their biggest struggle or concern is
(this is big).

But have a clear mission statement

Unless the attendees have no common
courtesy at all, someone will eventually
ask you what you do. Have a clear
mission statement. “I’m an insurance
salesman” is far less effective than “I help
small businesses optimize their insurance
policies to get the most bang for their
buck” – especially if your mission
statement is targeted at the audience at
the event.

Follow up

This is a big one that most people miss.
You’ll walk away with a bunch of business
cards. And most people let them sit in a
pile into eternity.

Do your best to follow up with the people
you connected with. Take notes on who
they were, what they did and what their
concerns are (remember that question
from before).

The best way to follow up is to send a
resource that you think might help that
individual. Maybe they are struggling with
sales, and you have a favorite book (or
even a blog post) about improving sales.
Send them a link. Your focus on them and
your genuine helpfulness will make you
the shining star of the event (people don’t
forget this!).
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PLAY SUDOKU

SOLUTION (Don’t Cheat!)

Did You Know?

Each year, Starbuck’s
spends more on
healthcare for their
employees than they do
on coffee beans!

Funny Bone

The boss returned from
lunch in a good mood
and called the whole
staff in to listen to a
couple of jokes he had
picked up. Everybody,
but one girl laughed
uproariously.

“What’s the matter?”
grumbled the boss.
“Haven’t you got a sense
of humor?”

“I don’t have to laugh,”
she replied. “I’m leaving
this Friday.”

A businessman tells his
friend that his company is
looking for an
accountant.

His friend asks: “Didn’t
your company hire a new
accountant a few weeks
ago?”

The businessman replies:
“That’s the accountant
we’re looking for.”
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Thank you!

We hope you enjoyed this
month’s edition of Money
Matters Monthly.

We thank you for being a
Valued Customer, or New
Follower of MJB’s
Bookkeeping Solutions.

We appreciate referrals.
Receive 10% off your next
Invoice, and the New
Customer will too!

Marla J. Blanchard


